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The electrical conductivity, charge transport behavior, and ferroelectricity of epitaxial BaNb x Ti 1-x O 3 films (BNTO, 0.0 x 0.5) prepared by pulsed laser deposition are investigated. It is found that Nb-doping can tune the conventional insulating BaTiO 3 films from an insulating to highly conductive semiconducting or metallic state, resulting in a variation of the electrical conductivity of the BNTO films over 10 5 . For x 0.25, the charge transport is dominated by the small polaron hopping mechanism, while the charge transport for x ¼ 0.5 transits from the bipolaron to the small-polaron, and then the thermal phonon scattering mechanisms with increasing temperature. Interestingly, the piezo-force microscopy imaging reveals the presence of ferroelectricity in the properly Nb-doped conductive BNTO films (x 0.25) deposited in the presence of a small amount of oxygen (3 Â 10 À3 Pa). Our work provides additional technical roadmaps to manipulate the conductivity and charge transport behaviors in ferroelectric films, which will boost potential applications in future information storage, sensors, and photovoltaic devices. Published by AIP Publishing. Traditional ferroelectric (FE) materials are often good insulators because no free carriers for electrical conductivity are allowed due to their large band gap. While the ferroelectricity and its origins in various materials have been extensively studied and well understood, 1-4 the electrical conductivity in FE materials and in particular multiferroics as an emergent topic has been receiving attention recently, offering broad interest for potential applications. [3] [4] [5] For example, it is known that the uncharged 180 and 109 domain walls in BiFeO 3 thin films are conductive at room temperature. 6 Metallic conductivity at FE domain walls in BaTiO 3 (BTO) was also predicted and observed experimentally. 7 Dating back to the 1960s, metallic ferroelectricity as an emergent effect was first proposed and recently confirmed in LiOsO 3 , 8 while the underlying mechanism can be associated with the anisotropic unscreened Coulomb interactions. 8 These results strongly suggest that sufficient electrical conductivity may be allowed in FE materials without losing the ferroelectricity. The conductivity can originate from various charge transport mechanisms allowing different strategies for controlling the electrical conductivity and ferroelectricity. Another interesting issue is the interaction between FE polarization and carrier transport in FE films. For example, it was found that the out-of-plane resistivity of Bi 1-d FeO 3 films is closely related to the polarization-dependent interfacial barriers and charge trapping at the non-neutral domain walls with non-penetrating tail-to-tail domains. 9 This effect may be associated with the modulation of interfacial potentials by FE polarization, resulting in the ferroelectric resistive switching memory effect. 10 Given those preliminary studies, some fundamental issues yet remain unclear or under debate, such as the charge transport mechanism and the stability of ferroelectricity in those highly conductive FE materials. The charge hopping transport and FE polarization have been believed to be two incompatible effects, and a coexistence of them is destined to challenge our understanding of ferroelectricity. Along this line, we intend to start from one of the best known ferroelectrics, BaTiO 3 , and explore the aforementioned issues. Our strategy is simple and straightforward: to realize the controllable conductivity and its coexistence with ferroelectricity via Nb-doping into BTO thin films prepared by pulsed laser deposition (PLD). Considering the fact that little knowledge on ferroelectricity in highly conductive BTO materials is available, we especially investigate the ferroelectricity of Nb-doped BTO films using piezoelectric force microscopy (PFM). Our results will provide stimulating and deeper insights into ferroelectricity in highly conductive BTO films.
The BaNb the as-prepared BNTO films is $100 nm, and their crystallinity and phase purity were examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis using a PANalytical X'Pert Pro diffractometer with Cu K a radiation. The surface morphology and ferroelectricity of the films were examined by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and piezoelectric force microscopy (PFM) (Cypher Asylum Research Ltd.). The XRD and AFM results reveal that the BNTO thin films show high epitaxial quality, as shown in Fig. S1 of the supplementary materials. The electrical resistivity q and Hall coefficient R H of the thin films were measured by the van der Pauw method in a physical property measurement system (PPMS9, Quantum Design).
The measured q-temperature (T) curves of all the BNTO thin films (0 x 0.5) are depicted in Fig. 1(a) where the low-T data are absent for some samples due to the huge resistivity. It is shown that the electrical conductivity is indeed remarkably affected by the Nb-doping, exhibiting remarked reduced resistivity as x increases. The great tunability of the electrical conductivity over five orders of magnitude (10 5 ) by the Nb-doping is demonstrated. As x 0.25, the thin films show typical semiconducting behavior. As x increases to 0.5, the q(T) dependence becomes complicated, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , which can be divided into three T-ranges. For T < 40 K and T > 130 K, the q-T dependence indicates a metallic conduction. In between 40 K and 130 K, a semiconducting behavior is identified. These observations seem to be quite different from earlier results, 11, 12 where the semiconducting-metallic transition occurred at x $ 0.2, and a metallic behavior over the whole T-range was seen at x ¼ 0.5. A full understanding of this difference yet remains unclear, but it is most likely closely related to the charge transport mechanism. The existence of localized states within the band gap in the valence spectra was revealed, 12 suggesting that the charge carriers in the as-prepared thin films are mainly the small-polarons (SPs). Instead, it was proposed that the small singlet bipolaron model applies, according to the T-dependent magnetic measurements. 11 To understand the charge transport mechanisms in our BTNO thin films, the q(T) curves may be fitted using various models. In particular, the q(T) curve for x ¼ 0.5 deserves detailed discussion. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the q(T) data between 280 K and 400 K can be well fitted by the thermal phonon scattering model
On the other hand, the semiconducting behavior appears within 40 K < T < 130 K, and the thermal activation model 
where W H is the thermal hopping energy, and k B is the Boltzmann constant. The fitting results shown in Fig. 2 (b) do favor the polaronic carrier hopping between neighboring Ti ions. As T < 40 K, the x ¼ 0.5 thin film is a metal, and the thermal excitation can be safely excluded. To clarify the charge transport mechanism in this T-range, we measured the T-dependence of the magnetic moment, v(T), as shown in Fig. 2(c) . The results suggest that the v(T) data do not fit the simple small-polaron transport model, and the observed increase in v(T) as T > 40 K is assumed to be associated with the break-up in spin-singlet bipolarons, agreeing with earlier reports. 13, 14 This behavior may be discussed in the framework of the Holstein-Hubbard model, 15 which states that the carriers prefer to pair with singlet small bipolarons at T < 40 K. As T > 40 K, the small bipolarons split into separate small-polarons.
The above experimental results and relevant models suggest that the small bipolaron transport dominates the x ¼ 0.5 film at T < 40 K. To illustrate this mechanism, we plot in Fig.  2(d) the five possible paths for the small bipolaron transport: 16 (a) small bipolarons with two carriers jointly hop to a vacant site, (b) bipolaron carriers hop to a vacant site, (c) one of the bipolaron's carriers hops to a vacant site occupied by a smallpolaron, (d) a small-polaron hops to an adjacent site occupied by a small-polaron with an oppositely aligned spin, and (e) a small-polaron hops to an adjacent site. For the five paths, the magnetization that arises from the spin orientation of these small-polarons increases with T (T > 40 K).
Based on the above discussion, we can find that the q(T) data at T > 160 K for all the x < 0.5 thin films can be well fitted by the small-polaron hopping model, as shown in Fig. 3(a) , suggesting that the small-polaron transport dominates in these films at T > 160 K at least. Consequently, the thermal hopping energy can be evaluated and thus plotted in Fig. 3(b) as a function of x. The hopping energy for the x ¼ 0.5 film is taken from the fitting of the data within 80 K < T < 130 K. The rapid decaying of this hopping energy with increasing x implies that the energy band becomes shallower as x increases and the electrons are easy to jump into the conduction band.
Furthermore, the measured Hall coefficient R H (T) data for three BNTO thin films with x ¼ 0.10, 0.25, and 0.50 are plotted in Fig. 4(a) , respectively. The negative R H indicates the electrons rather than holes as dominant carriers. However, the T-dependence of R H becomes weaker as x is higher, and this dependence nearly disappears for x ¼ 0.5. On the other hand, R H decreases rapidly with increasing x at a given T, implying the rapid enhancement of carrier density (n). The n-T curves for x ¼ 0.10, 0.25, and 0.50 are plotted in Fig. S2(a) of the supplementary materials, and a normal carrier thermal excitation behavior is indicated. The thermal activation energy values as evaluated from the data are 0.035 eV and 0.007 eV for x ¼ 0.1 and x ¼ 0.25, respectively, as shown in Fig. S2(b) of the supplementary materials. It is noted that the evaluated thermal activation energy values from the q(T) data for x ¼ 0.1 and x ¼ 0.25 are 0.084 eV and 0.046 eV, respectively. The big difference in activation energy values as evaluated from the two sources also confirms that the small-polaron transport instead of free electron transport dominates the thin films with x ¼ 0.1 and x ¼ 0.25.
It is easy to understand that the Nb 5þ substitution of Ti 4þ in BNTO dopes electrons, resulting in the increasing carrier density with increasing x. The overall carrier density (n) as extracted from the Hall data ranges from 10 20 cm À3 to 10 21 cm
À3
, consistent with earlier reported data. 12, 17 Besides, the as-extracted carrier mobility l H values as functions of T within a finite T-range for several samples are presented in Fig. 4(b) . While the l H for x ¼ 0.1 and 0.25 increases with increasing T, it turns to decrease with T for x ¼ 0.5 by contrast, suggesting the variation of charge transport behaviors in these thin films. It is usually believed that the mobility of conduction band electrons strongly depends on the scattering mechanism. If the scattering from ionized impurities dominates, one would observe the mobility l H / T 3/2 in the low-T range. If the acoustic phonon scattering becomes dominant, the mobility follows the relationship l H / T À3/2 . In spite of the absence of quantitative consistency, the qualitative behavior for x ¼ 0.1 and 0.25, i.e., the mobility increases with increasing T, implies that the acoustic phonon scattering is not the dominant scattering mechanism. According to recent calculations on the conductivity of BaTiO 3 , 18 it is suggested that the charge transport has a transition from the band to the small-polaron hopping at T $ 140 K, beyond which the mobility increases with increasing T due to the longitude optical (LO) phonon assisted small-polaron hopping. As shown in Fig. 4(b) , the mobility does increase with increasing T above 140 K for x ¼ 0.10 and 0.25, and therefore, the small-polaron hopping is assumed to be the dominant charge transport mechanism in the thin films with x ¼ 0.1 and x ¼ 0.25.
On the other hand, for x ¼ 0.10 and 0.25, the evaluated l H -T dependence is quite similar to the q-T dependence shown in Fig. 3(a) , both supporting the small-polaron hopping as the dominant mechanism. For x ¼ 0.5, the charge transport is assumed to be the consequence of competing small bipolarons, small-polaron hopping, and acoustic scattering. As shown in Fig. 4(b) , the dominant charge transport in the high-T range does follow the small-polaron hopping and thermal phonon scattering mechanisms. Another noticeable result shown in Fig. 4(b) is that the mobility is higher as x is larger, which can be explained by the activation energy as a function of x shown in Fig. 3(b) . According to the theoretical prediction by Holstein, 19 a larger small-polaron hopping energy will result in a lower mobility. Our experimental results are consistent with this prediction.
The data and discussion on the electrical conductivity and charge transport mechanisms have revealed that the BNTO thin films can be highly conductive at a proper Nbdoping. In addition, one needs reliable evidence with the ferroelectricity of the thin films. We used the PFM to characterize the ferroelectricity. Our experiments revealed no reversible ferroelectric polarization and its switching for all the BNTO films deposited at the ambient pressure of 3 Â 10 À4 Pa (not shown here), indicating the absence of ferroelectricity in these highly conductive films. However, evident FE domains and their reversal in the BNTO thin films deposited at relatively higher oxygen pressure >3 Â 10 À3 Pa can be observed at the proper Nb-doping. For example, the PFM imaging on the thin films with x ¼ 0.25 and x ¼ 0.5 shows no any contrast, indicating the absence of ferroelectricity. For the thin films with x ¼ 0, 0.01, and 0.10, as shown in Figs. 5(b)-5(d), clear contrast of the PFM amplitude and phase images can be observed. The contrast gets affected when x is large, implying the weakened ferroelectricity even though identifiable contrast of the PFM amplitude and phase images can be observed on the thin films with x up to 0.10. At the same time, this x ¼ 0.10 sample shows a room temperature electrical resistivity of 7.0 X cm, and the details of the q-T characteristics can be seen in Fig. S3 of the supplementary materials. These results confirm the coexistence of ferroelectricity and good electrical conductivity in the thin films with x 0.10 although the thin films with x ¼ 0 and x ¼ 0.01 do have very large resistivity.
In summary, the electrical conduction, charge transport behavior, and ferroelectricity of epitaxial BNTO thin films (0.0 x 0.5) deposited on (001) MgO substrates by PLD have been investigated. It has been revealed that the electrical conductivity of the thin films can vary over five orders of magnitude by the Nb-doping. The thin films show the semiconducting behavior as x 0.25. The x ¼ 0.5 thin film exhibits the metallic behavior at T < 40 K and T > 130 K and a metal-semiconductor transition at T ¼ 40 K. The charge transport mechanisms of these BNTO thin films have been investigated too, and it is revealed that the small-polaron transport dominates over the entire T-range for x 0.25. However, the x ¼ 0.5 thin film exhibits the complex charge transport behavior varying from the bi-polaron and small-polaron to thermal phonon scattering at T < 40 K and T > 280 K. Simultaneously, the PFM imaging confirms the presence of ferroelectricity in the thin films with x 0.1, demonstrating the coexistence of ferroelectricity and good electrical conductivity in the BNTO thin films. These findings provided deeper insights into the conductivity and charge transport mechanisms in ferroelectric BNTO thin films.
See supplementary material for details of the XRD and AFM measurement results, the T-dependent carrier density data, and the T-dependent resistivity data of the x ¼ 0.1 thin film deposited at the oxygen pressure of 3.0 Â 10 À3 Pa.
